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The business of living: An acquaintance with biology by Sandhya Mitra, Wiley Eastern 
Limited, 4835124, Ansari Road, Daryaganj. New Delhi 110 002, 1992, pp. 356, Rs 150. 

The book reflects a conimentlable ciforl hy thr author lo intloducc h~ology in a novel pciqxctivc Thr 
author attempts to introduce Indeed a wide range of concepts and scmtiiic dcveloprnents rangmg from 
thermodynamics to molecular biology and behaviour to evolution. Dr Mitra attempts to prescnt h good 
textbook which can serve as a backdlap for an mtroductory biology mum. Though the effort a laudable, 
the final pioduct Palls short o i  expectation. The boah could do with a lot oC irnprovementz particularly 
the early and late chapters. 

The major stumbl~ng block is luadlty. Though the titles of many sectloni are appeahng they fa1 to 
convey what the author mends  to. A good cxnrnplc is th? first chapter rtselt w h ~ h  is supposed to gwe 
a historical sulvey of the evolutm of major concepts in biology Moat af the chapter is irrelevant to 
b~ology At  the same time, the history of emergence at major concepts such as hcredity is not ziven 
sufhcrcnt attent~on. The book suffers from dramatisation specially m the trlst two chapters. For Instance, 
the statemcnt (page 32) that "DNA zmhoil~es all infonnat~on about the atnicture and devclop- 
men1 . . . DNA m an eukaryotc has myrlad mole subtle lcatures that are absent in prokaryairs" is rather 
mislendmg and presumptuous. Thls is an ovur-simplified intcrprctation of development, and in the absence 
of any explanation 'myriad subtle features' mphed for eukaryotic DNA contrad~cts the recent abservations 
which ahow that baa molecular mcchaniams are eonsaved to a considerable degree among grokatyotes 
and eukaryotes. In an attempt to be dramatic, Dr Mitra makes ilmumerable factual errors. In her introduc- 
ilon to Dalton's atomic theory. she states "Atoms were proposed to be the ulrinmte dmrete unm of 
matter that could he interconvened to energy and vice vevo" (page 19). Dalton has apparently prempted 
Einstein! The other d~sturbing pattern in the book IS that a i  premiture introdi~d~on of cenam informatton. 
For instance. on page 61, thc discussion on cDNA cloning can bc very confusing. conslderinp that the 
concepts of gene clorung themselves are mtroduced m a much later -part of rhe text Thls pattern is 
repeated in others such as Chapter 4. A glossary including the termlnolog~ea nwd in the text would prove 
useful to the reader. 

The rest of the chapters read well and effectively mtroduce the concepts in basic biochemistry, molecular 
genetics, reproduction, ~mmunology, evoiutlon, development and neurophysiology The presentatio~l n a 
tar my from the conventional textbooks. However, it would help the reader immensely if the text is 
interspersed with more cartoons and illustrations. Tt i? nice to find a list of references which will benefit 
interested rcader. 

The shortcomings of the early chapters seem to make a comeback towards the end of the book. Biology 
is essentially an experimental science. Major breakthroughs in biology haw come from asking a fundamen- 
tal question and trying to find the answer by malung crucial observations and by desgnmg simple but 
elcgant erpenments. The discovery of the principle of heredity, the l a m  controlling the development of 
a fertllised egg, the thcory of evolution, and more recently, the discovery of the chemical nature of the 
gene aU fit into this smple pattern. Dr  Mitra's wr~tinga lsave one with the impression that most of the 
excitements in modem biology stem from growth in physical scicnces and technology, particularly elcc- 
tronics. Though this can bc said about some aspects of b~ological analysis, the conceptual framework of 
biology still depends on simple and direct experiments. Even in the overemphasised field of 'recombinant 
DNA research', a lot can he achieved ~n the ahaence of any fancy equipment or electronic technology. 
Statements such as "Physicists are turnmg to the livlng system to decipher how complex reactions arc 
carned o u t .  . ." and "There will come a day when bmiogp might subsume physlcs ~tself" are uncaUed 



for. T o p e  the mpiessmn that a conflict e x m  between physiclata and biolug~st? tor mtellactual supremacy 
la as iinwarrarited as siztcmentc w ~ h  as "Homo sapicns-the monarch of all he surveys". in the concluding 
chapten. one abo get& the feehng that must ol blology is designed iol thu bcttcmeot ot hfc on earth 
Any tcchnolog8ual hreakfhrough rhnt assists life n a banu~ .  But the biggest pnze, at lcast as far as learning 
blolqy in schools and colleges, is knowlcdgs itsclf about ua m d  the world around ur 

Develupmmtai Hiolugy and Gcnctlo Labordaiy S MAHADE\IAN AND VAN1 BRAIIMACMAKI 
Indian Institute of Sc~ence 
Bangalole 560 1112. 

Medicinal chemis t ry  by A. Kar, Wiley Eastern Limitzd, 4835124, Ansari Road, 
Daryaganj, New Dzlhi 110 002. 1992, pp. 483. Rs 500. 

The book repieienrs a laudable effort to erpose undergraduale studenls m devdopmg countries to \armus 
aspects of medicmal rhernlstrp. espec~ally synthew, ivhtch a not handled by too many monngraphs. It is 
also expscred to be a liandy leieience book for protaaaionali hke practlsmg pha~masrsts, medlcal represen- 
tatlves and manufacturing cherntst?. 

Tllc book opcns with two general chaptira. onc on 'Drug design-a r a t~ond  approach' and thc second 
on 'Physnal-chemsal factors and b~oiagcal act~vilies Thc other 19 chapters deal wlth drug? ot various 
types and fol divcrsc mdicatlons mngmg Irom gencral anaesthetics to dntiblot~~h. Each chapte~ hits thrcc 
sectmi.  consming of ~ntroductmn, class~f~cat~on and synrhess, the last one being fairly elaborate. Addi- 

tlans A sercn-page iindcx make5 referring easy 

So much on the positwe aspects oC thc book. On the ncgativz sde  liavc to be mentioned aevcral 
drawbacks, mxtakei and shortcomings 

The flrst two chaptcrs dealing with theoreticd aspects of medicmal chemistry are poor in presentation, 
naive m approach and oiten incomprehensible: e.K., p. 6, lines 6 8 :  'The electronic fcaturei a t  the 
molecules responsible for chcmical alteration! f a n  the basis of drug molecule phenomena' and p 6, llnes 
9-11: 'Based on the asaumptmn that electruns prcsent m molecules seem lo be d~rcctly lmkcd wth  orbrtals 
engulfing the actwe rnoleculc whlch set forth the molecular orhital theory' 

While, gcnaally, aomc of the newly developed drugs have hccn recorded, this is not so in thc case of 
antlhistammes (Chapter 14). The author has devoted nearly 22 pages tor the desrript~on of the classical 
Hl-receptor antagonists like chlorphenlrarnine, but has not touched upon any of the modern long-acting, 
non-sedatmg drugs hke astemizole and tertenadine In the last chapter on antibiorics, the beta-lactam 
group musr have at least a passing reference to ceghalosporins 

More d~sturbing is the Fact that thcre ib no mention whatever of antidiabetx drugs l ~ k z  tolbutamide, 
chlorprapamide, glibenclam~de and metformin nor of anthclmmtic drugs 11ke mebendazole, albendazole 
and pyrantci and antimucbic drugs like metramdazole, tinidazole and dilaxanide furoate. If there was a 
finlit to the size of the volume, surely chapters like local anaesthetics and miiscle-relaxants could have 
been abridged to offer a foothold f o ~  thc missed-outs. 

The Doucl~ans provided in abundance do serve a useful purpose m enlighten~ng the nowtiatcs m mcd~c- 
inal chem~stry but become irksome with unnecessary legends likz 'an acid' (p. 241) or 'an amino aldehyde' 
(P- 394). The latter is incidentally iuco~rect. the compound 1s a forman"de! A lc~urring miatahe in the 
flowcham is designating keto-en01 tautomers as 'lactam' and 'lsctim' (p. 423). Mlstakes also occur occasion- 
ally In structural formulae, e.g., carhamazepine (p. 156)-10.11-double bond mlssiq. 

While thc get-up 01 the book is good, the reviewer feels that flow charts could have came out darker. 
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Thus, for example. the structure and legend of oestradlol (p. 8) are not seen too well; and at least in the 
reviewer's copy, the sheet pages 5 and 6 came out of the bmding though the book had not undergone 
much stress! 

In conclusron, Kar's Medrcinal chemistry is a useful book which institutional l~braries can afford to buy. 
At Rs 500 it is inexpensive by international standards but somewhat beyond rhc reach of the less-affluent 
students in developing countries. It certainly requires considerable Improvement to merit mternational 
acceptance. 

Bangalore Pharmaceut~cals and Research Labs Pvt Ltd 
Bangalore 560 069 

K. N A G A R J A N  

Biological performance of materials-Fundamentals of biocompatibiiity by Jonathan 
Black, Marcel Dekker, Inc., 270, Madison Avenue, New York 10016, 1992, pp. 390, 
$99.75. 

Thls is the second edition of the book intended as a reference tool on biological performance of materials 
for practicing engineer as well as an undergraduate textbook on biocompatibility. It consists of 20 chapters 
in four parts-general consideration, material response function and degradation of materials Ln vivo host 
response: biological effects of implants and methods of test for biological performance. This subject has 
become important in view of the increased use of a variety of materials m medicine and engineering The 
following examples illustrate the diversity of subjects covered. Pick's law of diffusion. planned Ieachmg for 
drug release, engineering variables in corrosion rates, organometallic compounds, mechanics of materials, 
lubrication and wear, infection, effect of implants on phagocytosis, hemolysis, immune response, foreign 
body carcinogenesis, iron and suscept~bility to infections disease, systemic distnbution and excretion, aller- 
gic foreign body response, testing for biocompatibility, cardiovascular functional tesu, design of climcai 
trials of the materials, safe medical devices act (19901, and selection of implant materials. Each chapter 
is crisp and has references at the end for further reading. This book is a good example of how an interface 
subject can be developed into a course. 

Department of Biochemistry T R4MASARMA 
Indian Institute of Science 
Bangalore 560 012. 

Lasers in chemical and biological science by S. Chopra and H.M. Chawla, Wiley 
Eastern Limited, 48351211, Ansari Road, Daryaganj, New Delhi 110 002, 1992, pp. 
199, Rs 250. 

This is a monograph developed from the lectures given at the Winter School (December 1987) and Work- 
shop (December 1988) on Lasers m Chem~cal and Biological Sciences held at the Indian Institute of 
Technology, New Delhi. 

The invention of the laser more than three decades ago revolutionued the work in spectroscopy, optics, 
in particular nonlinear optics, and opened many new applications in chemistry and solid-state phys~cs. The 
coherent properties of laser beams led to the use of lasers in holography and experimenus m modem 
optics. Subsequently, the applications of lasers have extended from pure physics to biology, med~cine, 
technology and new characterization techniques. The present volume is a good introduction to chosen 
applications in a range of topics and the fourteen chapters have been wntten by experts engaged in 
studying some or other aspects of laser applications. The editors naturally had to select the topics based 
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on their own personal perceptton and wtil theu rich experience m certain laser applrations of ~nterdaap- 
hnary nature they have made a good choice af the toplcs, whlch are spaclf~cally useful to chemical and 
blolo@.l sciences. Far example, it is now widely known that lasers find extensive use m surgery but the 
chances in tissue of hvine svstems and cells did not EuUv follow a ample plcture based on vmaunzation - .  . . 
and coagulation actions. Rcsearch indmates that a spectrum of effects ranging from minor nonlethal injury 
to cells and subcellular mareilal to the more eross mamfestation of vdpourization and coaeulatlon mav 
coexst in the same tnsue. More recently, it has been shown that the interaction may be at molecular 
level producing no structural variations aiscemible by the stand~ng rechniques of morphological studies but 
leading to deviations in functlon from the pie-irradiated state. It has been seen that cell chromosomes 
containing DNA may be affected with presentation as a cancer at a much later date. Tnese observations 
show the need for further studies on laser tissue mteraction. 

Tile fmt  artlcie 'Lasers m medicme' by D.D. Kukrela glves an outline of the stare of the art m the 
development of laser technology in India and some of the basic facts about lasers and their propeitles 
which make them useful for applications in medical sciences. The article on use of lasers m chemical 
reaction dynamics deals with applications in bond selective chemistry. Tne next art~cle on optlcai hoiog- 
raphy in medicine and biology covers the basx prinoples and applications of this technque which range 
from data storage and retneval to dentistry. K. Singh and S. Bhaskar have provided an extenswe bibhog- 
raphy which wdl be found very useful The sections an pmsecond fluorescence lifetnne measurements and 
time-resolved spectroscopy In phatosyntbesis and fast energy transfer processes utilizing laser pulse exata- 
tion. surface-enhanced Raman sotrenng. proton transfer laseis and study of surfaces by second harmonic 
generatton deal in a selective manner the current trends in these topics and wiil be found useful by 
research warken in these fields. 

The most widely applied medical lasers are the opthalmic lasers which are being extensively used in 
India They are also used in the treatment of retinal detachment, vascuk  blocks, tumors, and glaucoma. 

The chapter on changes in tissue on laser irradiation and implications in clinical practice by S.K. Guha, 
as indicated earlier, highlights the importance of further studies in this field. 

The applications of dynamic light scattering techniques in physics, chemistry, biology. medmne and fluid 
mechanics have been dealt with nicely in the articles by H. Bahindar, H.M. Chawia and S. Chopra and 
will be found usehl by research workers in these fields. The brief account of lasers in crystal growth and 
laser technology in studies on sperm physiology shows the potentla1 of the use of lasers in a variety of 
interdisciplinary topics. As indicated by the editors there are many other applications of lasers that have 
not been cnvered in the present volume and it will be nice if the other volumes are brought out at an 
early date providing details in regard to instrumentation and techniques, which will be useful for those 
initiating work in these areas. 

Department of Physics 
Indian Institute of Science 
Bangaiore 5Ki 012. 

P.S. NARAYANAN 

Superconductivity today by T.V. Ramaklishnan and C.N.R. Rao, Wiley Eastern Li- 
mited, 4835124, Ansari Road, Daryaganj, New Delhi 110 002, 1992, pp. 115, Rs 55. 

The book under renew is part of the educational monopraph series of the Jawaharlal Nehru Centre for 
Advanced Scientific Research (JNCASR) which attempts to cultivate a general appreciation OF some of 
the frontier areas of science and engineering. The book, though addressed to senior students at graduate 
and post-graduate level, aims to appeal to general readers who are interested in science and technology. 

The reviewer would like to comment on how  fa^ these objectives are achieved. Superconductiviry today 
is witten by two eminent sdentisrs of the country, viz., Profs T.V. Ramaknshnan and C.N.R. Rao of the 
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lndlan imtltutc of Sacnce, Bangalore They qualiiy the hook aa ari elementary uttroduclmn iu Ihe suhjcci. 

Chapter 1 deals with the h~stor~cal  introductmn and the phenomenon of snperconductiwty 1s dealt i w h  
in the aecond chaplal. In fact, thc second chapter a~rnpletrly a x w s  all the aspects of superc,mductivity 
in a wry  popular way without losmg thc ~igour.  E ~ c n  applied ibpecta of Josephson tunnellm~ are neatly 
dealt with. The rewewer would have hked same more emphasa on thc supcrfluldity phenomenon vis a 
IU supcrconduct~vity. 

The chapter on rnatenals tnes to  crprcss the entire subject 3panning aevcnty ycars in about 20 pages 
Naturdly high Tr cuprstes both In bulk and thin film t o m s  occupy malor portlon of the discussion. 
Hence, the authors' unaurpassable expertise shows ~tsclf. The physical incaaurements are given in great 
detail m Clraptcr 5 along with aoale discussion on the electlonic structure ot cuprates The authors admit 
that no detailed and generally accepted theory of cuprales and thcil supcrconductlvity crista in spite of 
voluminous work In the last s ~ x  ycars. Thc chapten on applications and challenges and opportunities are 
basically of popular nature 

Thc reviewer would like to congratulate thc authors ior prescntmg thc subject in such a manncr that 
both senlor students and science enthuslasts would greatly benefit from this monograpli. 

Tala lnstilulc o i  Funda~ucntill Rc\calch 
Homi Bhabha Road 
Bombay 400 005. 

Physical characteristics and critical temperature of high-temperatore superconductors 
edited by M.M. Sushchinsky, Nova Science Publishers, Inc., 6080 Jericho Turnpike, 
Suite 207, Commack, New York, 11725-2808, USA, 1992, pp. 227. $74. 

Applications of superconductivity are hmited hy the fact lhat the superconductmg state exlsts only at very 
low tcmpcraturcs. Before the discovery (in 1986) of capper-oxide-based high-temperalure superconductors, 
the h~ghest known supcmmductmg transition ternpersturc was close to 25 degrees Kelvm, wh~ch a well 
below the b o h g  pomt of I q u d  mtrogcn. Uurlng the last three decades, a great deal of  expcnmcntal and 
theoretical research has gone into the development of m a t e d s  which would exhibit superconductwity a1 
relatively hlgh Lempcratures, The book under rewsw deals with this aspect of research on superconductiv- 
i ty  The materials considered in this book are not the new copper-oxide-based supcrconductors. some of 
which have tmnsitmn temperatures in cxccss of 100 degtees Kelvm. It is concerned mth  more 'conven- 
tional' superconductors (in particular, niobium compounds with the A15 structirre) with tlanaltion temper- 
atures lower than 25 degrees Kelvin. The t~llrr ot the hook, therefo~e, is somewhal mislcadiog, especially 
in view of the fact that it was published morc than five years after the discovery of materials with much 
h~gher transition temperatures. Nevertheless, the matenal covered In it 1s useiul because practical applica- 
tions of the new high-Tc materials are still at the experimental stxge and all the cxisring devlcss which 
make use of supcrconducdvity are based on the more conventional superconductors. 

This book is divided mto hvo chapters. Thc iirst is concerned wxh the dependence of the transtt~on 
temperature on vanous physical characterist~cs of the superconducting material. The haaic mechanirm of 
superconductlv~ty in the matenals considered here is known: ~t ii the electron-phonon mechamsm described 
in the &sic Bardeen-Cooper-Schriefier thcory ur its variants. This, however. does not mean that every 
thing about the supercauductlng bchaviour of thcse nmterials 1s understood. In particular. first-principle 
calculat~ans of the transition temperature do not exist for most of these materials. In the absence of a 
detailed theory, the approach taken by a large numbei of researchers in this field has hecn an empirical 
one in w h ~ h  an attempt is mad? lo discover systematic trcnds and correlations from exisbng experimental 
data. The usefulness of this approach tomuds the development of rnatenals wlth lugh transition tempera- 
tires has not been fully esrablished. In particular, the discovery of the new high-Ti materials iiid not iollow 
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this route. Also, most researchers worliing m thls field believe that there is a fundamental upper limit of 
about 40 degrees Kelvin to the transition temperature achievable from the conventional electron-phonon 
mechanism, Nevertheless, a study of the relationship of the transition temperature with various physical 
properties of the system 1s interesting to those w o r h g  on the development of a detailed undertstandlng 
of superconductivity m conventional 'high-Tc' materials. The first chapter of th~s  book does a commendable 
job of summarivng a vast amount of existing experimental data on the systematics of the dependence of 
the rrans~tion temperature on nearly all concewable physical characteiistics of these systems. Theoiies 
which provide qlialitative explanation of some af the correlatlons observed experimentally are also discus- 
sed. A summary of the observed correlatlons of Tc with various physlcal characterisllu of the supercon- 
ducting material is given in a table which would be useful to researchers in this field. Thls table also 
contains the author's suggestions about the values these characteristic parameters should have for achlevlng 
a Tc close to 30 degrees Kelvin. As noted by the authors themselves, the requirements for achieving this 
value of Tc in this dass of materials are quite stringent and the development of materials with the 
suggested properties would be a difficult task. This chapter also contains an extensive bibliopiaphy (mostly 
pre-1980) of experimental and theoretical work on this subject. This would serve as a useful source of 
reference to people working in this field. 

The second chapter deals with two A15 compounds, Nb,Ge and Nbbi, which have the highest transition 
temperatures amonq the 'conventional' superconducting materials. Experimental methods of preparation . . 
of these materials and stabilization of the high-temperature superconductmg phase are discussed in detail. 
Results of a number of experiments wh~ch measure varlous characteristics of the normal and superconduct- 
mg phases of these materials are presented. Relationships of these materials are studied in detail and an 
attempt is made to correlate these properties ulth the mechanism of growth and stabilization of the 
superconducting phase. A comprehensive hst of references is also provided. T h ~ s  chapter contains a wealth 
of information usehl to researchers interested in the preparation and character~zation of these materials 
and in the study of their superconducting properties. 

To s u m m h e ,  this book provides a fairly comprehensive renew of a specialized subject whose impor- 
tance has diminished substantially after the discovery of cuprate superconductors with much higher trans- 
ition temperatnres. However, many aspects of superconductivity in the materials considered in this book 
remain incompletely understood. It will be useiul to researchers interested in the development of a better 
understandiog of superconductivity In these materials. 

Department of Physics 
Indian Institute of Sclence 
Bangalore 560 012. 

Interfacial transport phenomena by J.C. Slattery, Springer-Verlag GmbH & Co. KG, 
Postfach 105280, TiergartenstraRe 17, D-6900 Heidelberg 1, 1990, pp 1159, figs 190, 
DM 168(hc). 
Transport processes occurring through phase boundaries have occupied the attention of engineers for quite 
some time and l u m ~ e d  transfer coefficients were SO far sufficient to deal with oroblems arising m the 
analysis. The large-volume commercial applications arising out of coatings, dispersions, etc., have, how- 
ever, forced entmeers to examine and understand the thin interfaces in greater deoth. Several books on 
surface chemistG have been in existence for long. Of them, only book by Rideal bavies had dealt with 
transport processes in interfaces, though qualitatively only. Thus the book by Slattery is an attempt to 
outline procedures for quantitative analysis of transport processes occurring through interfaces. The ap- 
proach necessarily has to be similar to that adopted in the desmiption of transport processes in bulk, and 
Slattery employs the style of his earlier book Momentum, energy, and moss rrnqfer in continua. 

The book thus contains an axiomatic exposition of continuum theories, in the mould of Truesdell's, of 
fluid mechanics of interfaces. The book assumes knowledge of basic surface chemistry. 
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The first chapter, after a bnef description of Gibb's model as well as surface phase model, goes on to 
develop kinematics and laws of conservation of mass. Problems associated with moving contact lines are 
discussed The second chapter develops concepts of stress to derive equations of motion of interface, and 
dmusses models for rheological behavlour of 'surface fluids'. The third chapter apphes the formalism 
developed thus far to discuss static equilibria, and analyses flow in a few situations. The latter include 
those that can be used to measure rheological properties of interfaces, dramage and instability of thin fluid 
films, and moving contact lines. The fourth chapter deals with mtegral balances and includes application 
of variational princ~ples. Very little work has appeared along these hnes and perhaps this work will act 
as a catalyst. The fifth chapter goes into multicomponent systems and the necessary thermodynamic 
framework, The equations of d~fferential balances ;Ire then set out. The sixth chapter uses these equations 
to solve problems involving simultaneous energy, mass and momentum transfer. Included here are problems 
of mohon of drops and bubbles under the influence of suriace tension gradients created by either gradients 
in tempeiature or concentration of surfactant. The book ends mth a discussion of lntegral balances. 

The book is written with clarity and In an informal style. A large number of tables giving the various 
equations, in the commonly used coordinate description of interfaces, are presented. These w~ll be of 
immense value in setting up a variety of problems, and will prove, in convenience, to be the equivalent 
of tables of NavierStokes and other transport equations in the three commonly used coordinate systems 
For this reason alone. if nothing else, this book should be on the shelves of every library. No book can 
be perfect and to the liking of one and all. The book e a reproduction of a typed version and not set to 
print. As a result it is bulky and I found the appearance of equations deterring. I also feel that the 
axiomatic approach taken, though elegant, does not allow enough emphasls to be placed on the physics 
of the phenomenon. Formalism eats up space that could have been devoted to more examples whxh gve  
more of a learning experience to engineering students. This aspect w~ll come in the way of its popularity 
despite the appropriate timing of its appearance. 

Department of Chemical Engineering 
Indian Inst~tute of Science 
Bangalore 560 012. 

K.S. GANDHI 

Geometric and physical optics by P.K. Chakrabarti, New Central Book Agency Pvt 
Ltd, 811, Chintamoni Das Lane, Calcutta 700 009, 1992, pp. 345, Rs 100. 

The book written by Dr Chakrabarti of St Xavier's College, Calcutta, is an excellent mtroductory textbook 
of optics at the undergraduate or bacheior's (BSe., B.Tech., B.E.) level. The matenal covered is extensive 
delving into the principles of numerous classical optical elements and instruments based on them, the 
emphasis bang on the more commonly used devices. Most of the chapters are concise and could form 
the basis of one or two lectures that are reasonably self contamed. ~ a c h  chapter has a set of solved and 
unsolved ~roblems which may be used to extend the students grasp of the ideas enunciated. One may say . . 
that this book represents a modem predis of Bom and Wolf's Principles of optics. There are a few minor 
typographic and labeling errors that may be corrected in future editions. 

The first half of the book deals with the ray or geometric optics approach. Chapter I1 introduces matrix 
formulation of geometric optics. ?he reader must be cautioned that he is expected to be familiar with 
elementary ray tracing techniques and the imaging formulae. Chapter 111 introduces the Fennat's prinnple 
and subsequent chapters in the first half of the book deal with applications of the above two methods in 
solving the various problems. Refraction at plane and spherical surfaces, thin and thick lens systems are 
some Of the topics drscussed from the above two viewpoints. 

The chapter on abberrations is in reasonable detail and deals with practical concepts on how to reduce 
each type of 3rd-order aberration. The author discusses various techniques of minunizing aberration in the 
optical telescope and microscope. 
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pan 11 of the book deals wsh physical optics. Elementary wave theory a introduced followed by rede- 
rivatzon of the lons fornmla from the Huygen's principle. The conditions tor the phenomena of interference 
are l ad  out w~th coherence emphasized as a basic need for an mterference pattern. Some of the other 
listed cond~tlons for the observation of lnterference are too strong. Interference due to reflections from 
surfaces are dficussed. In this context the Fabry Perot etalon is introduced. The formation of Newton's 
ringa and its use in caicuiat~ng the radius of curvature of a surface a discussed m detaxl. 

Chapter 5 of Part I1 discusses dffmctmn. Both fa and near fleid effects are discussed and the 
phenomena of far field diih-action a viewed as the Fourier transform of the slit function or aperture. Tne 
theory of the amplitude grating is discussed next which is followed by the circuiar grating. The companson 
of the Fresnel zone plate and a convex lens is followed by section devoted to Fresnel d~ffraction from 
straight edges, narrow slits and circular apertures. 

The chapter on the electromagnetic theory of light is isolated from the rest of the book and may well 
be omitted 1" view of the fact that the rest of the book follows a dfferent methodology. The resolving 
power of a grating, microscope or telescope is discussed In terms of the Rayleigh criterion. This rs based 
on the principle that the aifiraction pattern of two objects or  sources must result in an observable dip or 
change in the resulting partern. Intederometnc instruments like the M~helson's interferometer, Fabry 
Perot and Lllmmer-Gehrcke plate are also discussed. 

The matrix theory of polarized light follows the chapter on interferometers. In thts chapter, a bnef 
introduction to vanaus polarizing optical elements is presented. A short review of optlcal activity, rotatory 
dispersion and the Faraday effect is given in the chapter following. The final chapter gwes an extremely 
brief introduction to modem optics, namely, laser and fiber optics. 

In summary, the book under review, gives an excellent ~ntroduction to classical optical elements and 
instrumentation Most of the commonly encountered instruments and lens combinations are discussed in 
detail. The approach followed is to present lenses and other refractive and reflective optical elements usmg 
rectilinear propagation in the first pan. The Hnygen's principle is used m discussing the ~nterferometric 
devices in the second pan. 

Department of Electrical Communication Engineering 
Indian Institute of Scxence 
Bangalore 560 012. 

Mathematics in chemistry-An introduction to modem methods by Harry G. Hecht, 
Prentice-Hall, Englewood Clii, NJ 07632, USA, 1990, pp. 357, $75.90. 
Chemistry, with its expanding frontiers overlapping with biology and materials saence, attracts and accom- 
modates students with diverse backgrounds. A course for a semester or two on bagic mathemat~cal methods 
and computer programming is now recognised to be essential for students to cope with the quantitative 
rigour involved m much of chemtcal research. Several books an mathematics for chemists are available 
These generally fall into two categories. The classic ones, some of which are standard reference texts, 
pro\<de a comprehensive coverage of mathematics and statistics. Such books read like typical mathematical 
treatises, with chemical applications appearing infrequently and intruswely. Chemistry students rarely read 
them by choice. A sewnd category of books make breezy reading but do not wver sufficient variety of 
topics. Invariably, these books are written For budding quantum chemists with a heavy emphasis on  second- 
order differential equations and matrix algebra. Mofhemntics in ckemisdy by H.G. Hecht makes a fresh 
attempt at providing a wide-ranging coverage of methods useful to chemists in a highly readable form. 
Computer programming using BASIC language is also included. 

The book is fairly large, with iive chapters, 13 appendices and numerous exercises. The first chapter is 
an introduction to basic mathematical concepts. The coverage begins at an elementary level with definitions 
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of polynomials, tngonometnc functions. logonthm, cxponentds, etc Properties of complex numbers, vec- 
tors, m d  matrices are bnefly discussed Toprca like dfferrntial and mtagral calculus, as well as differential 
equations are covered. The general approach is sensible A concept such a? integlatiun ia defined. gweo 
geometric mednmg, worked out wlth a couple of examples, and icference provided For obtaimng more 
detaibd informat>on. Most imponantly, an attempt 1s madc lo salve chemml problems each time a 
mathemat!cal concept IS mtroduced. For e~ample,  the ideal radius ratlo needed For a given coordination 
geometry in an iomc solid is denved after detimng elementary tngunometnc fuoctmns. I w~sh more such 
problcms from genwal chernmy had bcen clmen. By aod large, the mdjorny of ploblcms are from 
thermodynamics. Further, the author has not managed Lo sustain his &rts at prwidmg ch~mical  apphca- 
tions thraughanr. Tor example, the usc of the Taylnr expansion 1s Amrated with the calcuiatlon o l  the 
square root of 0.9. and not with any chem~cal application. 

The second chapter provides a simple, straight-forwald account of the BASIC language While FOR- 
T W  may be the more commonly used programmmng Pangwage for chemiats, thc author justifies h e  
choice well. He just does not Rant to get hogged d o w ~  by FORMAT statements Therefore. the \ectmn 
on computer programming is crisp and cerrainiy goad enough as an introduction. 

Numerical technquea are presented m the thud chapter. All the standard procedures for interpolanon, 
denving mot? of equations, diifercnrration and lntcgratrorr fmcluding the \lonle Carlo method for thc 
latter), matrx inversion and diagonalaauon. and solving dtfferential equarions are described. Using simpla 
notarians, the basic algorithms commoi~ly cmplayed are plwided. Thcre arc no deta~led proofs nor any 
technical discussion of crrors involved. However, the merits and limitations of the algorithms are pointed 
out. 

A lucid chapter on statistical methods fallows Not surpnsmgly, most of the applicmons are in the area 
of analyucal chemistry. 

The final chapter on comc special t op i~s  allow wme flerlbil~ty to the author to widen thc appeal of 
this book. Oprirmzation methods b e  the Smplen and the Steepest Descent algorithms are described. I 
wish a couple o l  more procedures had been included. Somewhat ,urpnringly, the lenst-squares melhod 
makes its appearance as a special topic Classic applications in physical organrc chemistry would have 
added to the appeal of h s  seaion. Numencd and programming techniques of great lilterest to erperimen- 
laliats, viz., smoothing of data and dcconvoiution of composite curves as well as traniform techniquca ale 
covered. Basic concepts mvolved in chemicd graph theory, pattern recognition and artificial intelligence 
a e  briefly mentioned. 

The book has uiefnl cppcniliccs. A large number of problems are worked out In the ten.  Numerous 
exercises are d so  ~ncluded, wlth solutions for many of them. However, the range of chemical applications 
coveled by these problems could have been wider. 

Overall, 1 would unhesitiltingl) recorncud the u e  of this book by teachers and students as a good 
introdunian and a qmck guidc to many ot  the mathernaticd techmque? wldely uscd in chemistry 

Department of Orgaec Chemistry 
Indian Institute of Science 
Banlalore 560 012. 

Stochastic analysis and applications, Proceedings of the 1989 Lisbon Conference, 
edited by A.B. Cruzeiro and J.C. Zambnni, Birkhauser Verlag, CH-4010, Basel, 
Switzerland, 1991, pp. 208, SFR 86. Indian orders to Springer Books (India) Pvt Ltd, 
6, Community Centre, Panchsheel Park, New Delhi 110 017. 

This is a volume of thirteen papers contributed by several distinguished mathematicians to the topic of 
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modern siochabtlc ana1)ae and ~ t s  role in the fields of Markov processes, geometry and quantum 
mm~anics Each contribution 1s a snapshot of some new results wlth a very hnet sketch of proofs (by 
same of thc authors) and a. useful b ibha~aphy .  It is murc useful for the coguos'cntl than for a beginnine 
graduate student i n  the I n d m  univers~r~es and ~nstituteq wlth very llttle opportunity far an encounter 
wrlh the great lccent devrlopmeuis in the field of stochastic proiesqei and its influence on geometry and 
quantum theory this volumc has a very small probsb~liry of hemg issued out by a lihrary. With these 
qeneral rerna~ks we proceed to commenl on some of the individual contnbuoons. 

Albereno, Iwata and Kolsmd discuss stochastic differcntml equations of the form 

where A = A(z) i\ an unknowli random field in the complex plane and F, a white noise-pomt process 
down by a fired Leay meaaure. Chorces [or F, 1 e., rile LcOy measure leadrig lo conformally mvanant 
solution A ir* presented. There is a bncf menuon of a similar problem when the complex vanable r is 

replaced hy a quaternmnc vanable 

Albcverio and Ma dcal with symmetric Mzkuv  semgroups P, = e" wlierc the generator A is detcimined 
hy a smgulnr Dmchlct from E through the relation (flL;i;;$A;) = e(ii,v) on the domam of G. The 
mi l l  concern Ir eietmce of ,olut~ona. Bakry's papel LS dcvutcd to similar Markuv processes and assooatcd 
log4obolav inequahoes. If the Dinchlet form c is gwen by e(f,fl = j1Vfl2dp where lr the canon~cd 
measure on a smootlr compact Eemann~an  manliald and Vfl is the length of the gradlent o f f  m the 
Riernnnnm metric. then the transitmn probability density p,(x, y) satisfies the estlmate 

n be~ng thc dimension of the manifold and d the geodesic distance. This estimate a a consequence of the 
log-Sobolev mequahtm. 

mere is a similarity m flavour bctuaen thc contributions of Rakry m continuous timc and of Saloffc- 
Coste in dacrete ume. Hele is a sample from Saloffe-Caste. Suppose {G, dy} is a unitnodular group of 
polynomial growth, ie., its volume measrue 1 - 1  satisfies 

far some positive constant? C and D and positive integer n. Let p(x, y )  be a symmetric Markov kemel 
such that 

supp(x, y) < m. mf@(x, y). y-'xsCI) > 0, 
2.Y 

U an open generatmg neighbaurhood oi e Then, 

where p'"' is the m-fold composition of p. This  is a generalisation of the work of Varopoulos. The tools 
are Soboiev inequalities. 

Arede in her contribution prcsents veIy pretty and explicit expressions for rhe transition probability 
densities for Markov processes, in the cases of compact and mlpotznt LIC groups wtll Laplace-Behami 
operator as generator. It is based on the Elworthy-T~uman fornula for the Riemannian Brownian bridge. 
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Since Feynman integrals continue to outwlt the mhrhematicians rhr subject gets bottled up m the more 
probabdistic iramcwork of Euclidean quantum mechanics. Curzciro and Zarnbrinj and Kolsnid and Zam- 
brim give a bnef outhne of their work ending with Nelson's stochastic mechanics. At this stage one 
conttnues to wonder whether the notion of the spln observable in quantum mechanics can really a r m  m 
some way th~ough diffunon processes and stuckastic dlfferentlal eqoatmns. 

Malliavm shows thal simple generalizatmns of the Cameron-Martin quasl-invanance properties of Wiener 
measure cannot hold when the underlying vcctur fields do nor commute with each othei Suppose G is a 
noncompact Lie group, {e,)  an orthonormal basis for its L I ~  algebra in some Euclidean mctric and (6,) 
the corresponding left-invariant vector fields, A = +Z@, P. the Wtener measure associated wlth A .  u(r)  c 

5, 0 < I c I ,  J&i(?)l/i dt < then there need nu1 e m t  a funclion K, such that 

lh i s  leads to many new problcms m Malhavin's quasi-sure analysis in infinite dimensions 

Nualal  and Pardoux present a summary of thsu well-known walk on rhc role of stochastic integrals 
with anticipating integrands in the solution of srochsslic diifcrential equatmns ivith boundary condttions. 

Anderson and Peters discus tlic pniblem of gzomanc quantization by exploiting Shigckma's De Rham- 
Hodge-Kodaira decomposition on abstrad Wicner spaces whereas Getzlcr emphasizes the role of Brownian 
motion m Witten's topological quantum field theory The volume concludes w ~ t h  a note an the application 
of Varadhan's large dcv~ation principle to the study of Gihb's states for one-dimensional latt~ce gases. 

Indian Sratlst~cal Institute 
New Delhi 110 016. 

Introduction to complex analytic geometry by S. Lojasicwicz, Birkhauser Verlag AG, 
Ringstrasse, 39, CH-4106, Therwil, Switzerland, 1991, pp. 537, SFr 168. 

T h s  book a a leisurely account of the most basic results of complex analytic geometry by an author who 
has made many important contrhutlons to the subject. Roughly speaking, complex analytic geometry 
studies spaces which are 'locally' the sets of common reros of finitely many complex-analytic functions 
(ie., conveqent power-series) in several complex variables, as well as 'complex analytic' maps bctween 
such spaces. Complex algebraic geometry 1s thus a very important special case of the subject and much 
of the work in each subject has been stimulated by the other. 

The present book concentrates mainly on the local and geometric specis nf the sublect, and has no 
overlap with the books (like those of Hmmander and S Kranz) which consider the analytical aspects of 
function theory in several variables. In comparison with earlier similar books (by R Narasimhan, M. 
Heme, Cirauert-Rcmmert, parts of Gunning-Ross~, Whtney, etc.), ~t is more user-friend?. As the author 
himself observes, his bo6k is fairly close in splrit to Whdney's hook Complex nlmlylic tarienes. 

Tne first 130 pages of this 500-page book a v e r ,  in three chapters, the prelimnaries needed from algebra, 
topology and complex analysis. In the next two hundred pages. all the baslc local results of the theory, 
including the nom~alisation theorem, the RenlmertStein theorem and the proper-mappmg theorem of 
Remmert, are treated in a systematlc way. The long last chapter, which f o m  the rest of the book. is 
probably the most novel part of the book. It is devoted to the interplay between algebrn>c and analyfic 
geomeby mentioned earlier. It is shown how the local study of analytic varieties parallels the study of 
affine algebraic varictics (Wemuass Preparation theorem c+ Noether Normalisation), and many basic le- 
sults of algebraic geometry (like Chevalley's theorem) are treated in some detail. Of course, Chow's 
theorem no the algebraicity of analytic varietm in prqective space and Serre's 'GAGn' plinnple are also 
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covered, as well as meromorpiiic funct~ons. blowing up, etc In fact. i h ~ s  chapter is a goad inrroduct~on 
to complex a n a l p  and algebrarc gcorneiry 

The size of the book is explained by h e  author's a m  to be self-contained and easily understandable, 
and the book car. be strondy recommended to beginners 

School or M;ithernatics 
Tata 1mtrute of Fundamental Research 
Bombay 400 005 

Analytical geometry of two and three dimensions and vector analysis by Ratan Mohan 
Khan. New Central Book Agency. 811, Chintamani Das Lane, Calcutta 700 009. 
India. 19%. pp. 538, Ks 75. 

scartrr. 15 r&en to be (he dae  of brtll of analytical geometry. Smcc then, lhcre emerged innumerable 
books on analytical geometry, hoth clcmenta~y and advanced. in the literalure The book nuder review IS 

another addition to the long hst of such hooks available in Indian market on elementary a n a l y h l  
geometry and vector analysis. The presentarion of the subject in the book indicates that the author rook 
the tilik lust to design a b o d  to cover the iyllabl of Honours and technrcal cuurres m most of the ludiiln 
unlviriities and the~cfore it does not contain suitable mroductmn or mutivatmn to plovide the reader 
with any insight into thc topics 

The b m k  is dmided mainly into threi pans. Part I cover\ analytical gcomctq of two dimmaions and 
the contents thereof. are arranged En nine chapters, and it encompasses equations of various two-dimen- 
sional oblects such as straight hnes, circles, parabola, hyperbola. pair of stralght l m s ,  system of c~rcles, 
irtc. In Chapter 9, polar coordinate systcm is introduced and Important equauons are derived in tcrnlr of 
polar coordinates Palt I1 deals with analytical geometw of three dmcnsmns, and is subdivided into 12 
chapters. Equatms of plane, quadratic surfaces (rphere, cylinder, cone), surface of revolution, ronoids, 
tangent, normal. enveloping cone, pole and polar, and system o i  spheres are derived m the first elcven 
chapters. Chapter 13 deals with cybndrical and spherical coordinates. Part 111 is an introductory exposltlon 
of vector algebra and vector analysis It has four chapters which include npplicatmns of vector metliodr 
m georneriv and mechanss, Divergence theorem, Green's theorem, Stokes theorem, etc 

The basic operations of vector analysls in curvdinear coordmates reccivcd no attentcon in the book, 
thou& spherical and cylindrical coordinate sysrew are well explained m Part 11. Although the major 
theorems (vrz., Gauss theorem, Green's theorem, Stokes theorem) for vector field are proved in Part 111, 
nothing 1s sald about the polentiahty of vector field, which ia, of come ,  o i  much use m application. In 
Chapter 4 of Part 111. some notions of differential geometry are introduced, the reviewer fecls that it 
would have been usehl if a separate seetiadchapter on the bmiics of differential geometry had heen added 
In it, whch, m fan,  is included m the syllabi of the undergraduate counts of most Indian un~versit~es. 

Another shottcomiog of the book is that it prov~des nather  a bibliography nor an index. The list of 
contents 1s a h  very brief and 11 should have been made m more'detailcd form to ease the reader for 
Prompt location of topics (For example, see the list of cbntents of Anolyncal sqlid geometry by Shanlhl 
Nmw, S. Chand and Co , New Delhi, 1985). The book is also not free from printer's errors. me 
following are a few examples. (where page no., line no. and corned form are given). 4(25) "... 2 + 3 = aZ 
is the locus..."; 7(32) 9(a)(i)-112"; lO(31) "... a, /  a? = b,  1 b2, z.e., alb2 - a2b, = 0"; 20(7) "~-  - ly + k 
= 0": 32(5)" the equations of dliechices are x = +ale; 35(29) "... betwcen (-o, a), g is imaginnrf'; 
4%(2?) ".. A;.&? The running tide on every page of Part I is wrong; it should be .'Analytical geomctry 
of two dimensions". 
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In summary. the book is quite rcadablc and provides numerous worked-out examples and erercses 
(wnh answers) in each chaptsi. The important notes and equations mclosed in rectangles will help the 
students to trace them. Although this book is not indispensable for libraries, undergraduate ~tudents of 
Indian universities would find it useful for their examination needs. 

Department of Mathematics 
Indian Inslitute of Science 
Bangalorc 560 012. 

Tata lectures on Theta nI by David Mumford et ai, Birkhauser Veriag AG, Kloster- 
berg 23, CH-4010, Basel, Switzerland, 1991, pp. 240. SFr 78. 

The theta function came into prominence in the 19th centurv m the work of Jacobi who bared all of the 
lheory oi elliptlc funclions on ita properlier. Earlier in the 18th century the theta funcuon had appeared 
in a different connection in the wolk of Euler and still earher in the work o i  Iohann Bcinoulli. Aftel the 
fundamental investieations of Ricmann and Wcrrstrass the theory was decisivelv advanced by Frobenrus 
and Poinwre. The creatlon of t h ~ s  theory may safely be regarded as one of the most signcficant accompl~sh~ 
mcna of lhe 19th century'. That the theta function stdl attracts the serious attention of mathematicians 
number theorists. algebraic gcometeri and thzoretical phy4cistws clear frunl the large number of papers 
on it being wntten cven now. The book under renew 1s the last part of a three-volumc treatise on the 
theta functmns. This treatise certainly represents a "cry tmportnnt landmark m the dcvclopment af the 
subject. These three volumes originated m a course of lectures on the theta function given by the author 
at the Tata Instilute 01 Fundamental Research, Bombay, in 197&79. After discussing different ways a[ 
interpreting theta functions in the frrst two volumes, Mnmford in lhls third volume clarifies the interrela- 
t m s  between these d~ffercnt viewpoints showing in particular how the Heisenberg group nlns through the 
theory as a unifying thread. Another Important contnbution ot the thud volume e a simple explmt treat- 
ment of the algebraic defimtmn of the theta function. 

To Jacobi and other mathcmaticlans of the 19th century theta functions were hoiomorphic tunctlons of 
two variables-r m the upper half plane and s in the complex plane+atisfying certain transformallon mles. 
The theta lunctiun was used by them to smdy elliptic functions. 

'The theta function made its appearence in algebrarc geometry when Riemann used theta functions to 
embed the toms (complex plane modulo a lattice) in complex projective 3-space In fact, this provided 
motivation for the study of theta functions in szveral variables This led to the interpetation of theta 
functions as sections of line bundles on abelian varieties. 

The idea of treatlng theta functions as matrix caefficienta of  representarlons of certain groups is due to 
Andre Weil in hn classic pape?. This mtep~etalion has proved very fruitful in umfymg the different 
viewpoints discussed above, especially aftcr the introduction of the Heiscnbcrg group. Also this leads to 
a purely algcbrx theory of theta functions. 

After discussing the necessary material Irom the theory of Heismberg group and its representation in 
the clasical or rcal situation and ~n thc fin~teiadelic or algebraic siNation in the first four sections, thc 
fifth section gives a simple explicit treatment of the algebraic deiinibon of the theta function. 

Chapter 6 deals with theta functions associated to positive definite quadratic forms. A study of the 
algebra of the full family of theta functions associated ta quadratic forms leads to many interesting theta 
relations of which the Riemann's theta relat~on is the most typical example 

The theta relatmns have elegant formulations in terms ot the Heisenberg group and this is the content 
of Chapter 7. 

In Chapter 8 the iull functional equation of the theta function is derived umg the representation rhoore- 
tic interpretation of theta function in terms of the metaplecnc group and the He~senberg group. 
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Chapter 9 deals with yet another natural and important generallsat~on of the theta function, namely, 
theta function with sphericd harmonics. Thls y~elds still more modular forms given by the theta aenes. 
This section concludes with a few very interesting open questions concerning the image and the kernel of 
the Wet! map. 

The concludmg section, Chapter 10, Bves an interesting appiication of the theory of theta iunctions in 
detem:ning the whole algebra of the equations defining the abelian vaneties. 

The pnce of the book is SFr 78 but no prrce (or praise!) a too high, for the book along with the first 
two voiumes 1s w o f i  its weight m gold. 

A combined mdex for the three volumes and a list of notations would be very useful and we hope this 
facr will be kept in mind while bringmg out future edit~onslrepmts of these volumes. 
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Toprs rn complu funcrion theory, Vol. 2, Wiley Classic edimn 
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Perspectives on the history of mathematical logic edited by Thomas Drucker, Bir- 
khauser Verlag AG, Klosterberg 23, CH-4010, Basel, Switzerland, 1990, pp. 284, SFr 
108. 

The objective of history of science in general and history of logic in particular is to bring to light the 
name and development of the activiues of the field. Such a study helps to identify tools and techniques 
required to c a q  out activities. Also. ~t helps to understand and appreciate the efforts of the predecessors 
in the light of the current state of the field so that quick steps can be taken to reach the distant goal. 
Another aspect is that journals and books tend to report success stories. But it is very important from 
the point of view of researchen to also know the failure paths. History of a field can attempt to fd in 
this gap so that researchers can be provided with all the relevant information. Another aspect is that 
history of a field sheds light on the role of group in achieving results there by, wherever possible, eliminat- 
ing the possibility of hero-worshipping. 

The book has met most of the above objectives. Various chapters of the book help identify the environ- 
ments that played a positive role in the progress of mathematical logic. Also, several chapters attempt to 
provide a critical analysis of the foundation; works. As a result, the book forms a useful study material 
not only for researchers Working in the area of logic but also to those who use logic. The book attempts 
to "...[bind] together a community of contributions rather than leawng the impression of lsolated wonder- 
workers " This will have a great influence on the young and next generation scientists as this makes clear 
the fan that every one has a role to play in the advancement of a field. 

Some of the chapten of the book provide justification to 'hero-worship'. Unchecked 'induced hero- 
wonhip' may portray a framework of a subject ignoring the works of the contemporaries. The chapters 
of the book shed more tight on towering personahties such as Godel, Kleene, Curry, and B d h e  whose 
cnntributions have spanned over many decades. The chapters by Dawon and Hao Wang, related to 
Godel, provide more insight into his work and personality. The chapter by Seldin describes the work of 
C u q  wide the chapter by Siefkes describes the work of Bufhe. Peirce's work related to algebra is 
described in the chapter by Houser. Some of the chapters identify the foundational aspectr of the current 
fields of study. The way the field of automated theorem proving has been benefited by Principia 
Mathematics is described in a chapter by O'Leary. Similarly, the chapter by Siefkes describes the useiulness 
of logic in other disdplios. The chapter by Ruitenburg provides a critical analysis of intuitionistic 
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logic. The chapter by Anellis dcsclibes vanous iasues of proof theory. Same of the chapters desrnbe 
environments that prevaded when some bicakthrough results were achlzved. The chapter hy Aapray de- 
scribes the growth af  logic at Princeton. Such details are of paramount importance as they suggest the 
kind of environments that can yield good results. 

Thomas Vrucker has done a good job in puttmg together chapters written by different authors. Sum- 
marizing, this book must be of Interest to many d~verse groups of students and teachen. It would make 
a dehghtfiil reading as it sheds light on hot11 history and foundational aspecta of variom topics in marhemar- 
ical logic so as to remove any lingering doubt about the topics in the minds of the leaders. 

Departmen1 of Computer Science and Automatmn 
Indlan Institute o i  Scicncc 
Bangalorc 560 012 

Elements of KK-theory by Kjeld Knudsen Jensen and Klaus Thomsen, Birkliauser 
Verlag AG, Klosterberg 23, CH-4010. Basel, Switzerland, 1991, pp. 250, SFr 98. 

K-theory for operator algebras has becrme an extremeb imponant tool in the lheory of operator al_rebras 
during the past twenty years. S m e  its first use in tha classificanon oi the so-called A F  (or approxmately 
finite) C*-algebras. it has come a long way mzith apphcations ranging irom the study of extensions of 
C'-algebras ( B  la B~i~wn-DoudabFillmure) and the Atiyah-Sniger Index theorem to ioliations and the 
Novikov conjecture (a la Main Comes). One of the most poweriul recent Loolc in the K-theory has bedn 
the approach of G G. Kasparov which yields a blvariant functor KK(A,B) of C*-algebras, which was 
motivated by an attempt to onify classical K-theory and K-homology (taking a cue from the Atiyah-Singer 
Index theorem fot elliptic diffe~mtial operators). The hook under revlew is a very commendable attempt 
(by an active researcher in the area) at presenting the basic aspects of Kasparov's KK-theory to the 
uninitiated. Unlike other existing literature an the sublect, thn book contains a lot oi details which the 
hard-workmg reader will be most grateful for. (As a malter of fact, in 16 prrliminary version, the authors 
had used the title Gelling starled with KK-theory, which is really tho philosophy behiud thc book.) 

What follows is a brief sketch of the contents of the book. 

The first chapter is devoted to a discussion of H~lbert  C'-modules; here they lntroduce the multiplm 
algebra (riot by iru usual definition, but by an equivalent one which is nalural in this settmg), and prove 
the basic Kasparov stabilisation lamma; then thcy discuss graded C'-algcbras and extcnd the earlier results 
to thc gaded  setting. 

The second chapter is devoted to Kasparov's origlnal approach to KK-theory. After preliminalies on 
Kasparov A-B b~madules (with A,B 0-unital C*-algebras), they d e f m  the abelian groups KK(A,B), show 
that KK (-;) 1s a biiuoctor (covanmt in rhe first argument and contravariant in the second), and carefully 
prove the existence of the Kasparav product (wh~ch is a bilinear pairing KK(A,B) X KK(B,C) +KK(A,O) 
and derivc its fundamental propcmcs. 

The third chapter discusses extensions of CS-algebras: after proving the basic fact concernlug the Busby 
invariant of an extension, they define the abelian semi-group Ext (A,B), denve the relation benveen 
invertible elements of Ext (A,B) and completely positive contractions from A to M(B)IB and finally 
establish the relation between Ext-'(A,B)- the group of units in Ext(A.B)- and KK-theory. 

In the fourth chapter, the authors discuss Kasparov groups for ungraded CWgebras and prove the 
split-exactness of the bifunctor, and derive an abstract cha~actmisation of Lhc Kirsparov product. 

In the Iinal chapter, the authors present Cuntz's elegant approach to KK-iheo~y; they define KK, (A,B) 
to be [qA,K W B], the abelian group of homotopy classes of *-hamomarphisms from qA to K W 8 (where: 
(I) qA is the closed two-sided ideal generated by {I(u)-j(o): a e A )  1n the free-product QA = ALA, where 
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r and are the canonical embeddmgs of A mto QA, and (ii) K denotes the C'-algebra of compact 
operators on a separable Hilbert space). They show that KK, (A,B) -KK,(A, qB),  and fmally (use the 
abstract charactensation of Kasparav products proved earlier to) show that KK, (A,.) is a universal 
covanant functor which is stable, homotopy invananr and split exact, and deduce that KK, (A,B) - KP 
(A,B) (where KP' (A,B) 1s just KK(A,B), with A and B viewed as trivially graded C*-algebras). 

This book is found to be very useful to any one wishing to learn lhe rudiments of KK-theory. Of course, 
such a reader must be prepared to roll up his sleeves and do a lot of hard work to digest the wealth of 
material in the book; the pomt is that he would have to work much harder if he were to use almost any 
other book on the subject. 

Indian Statistical Institute 
Bangalore 560 059 

Riemannian geometry by Manfredo Perdigao do Carmo, Birkhauser Verlag, CH-4010, 
Basel, Switzerland; 1991, pp. 300, SFR 78. Indian orders to Springer Books (India) 
Pvt Ltd, 6, Community Centre, Panchsheel Park, New Delhi 110 017. 

If one wants to give a course on differential geomeuy at graduate level or to students who might have 
learnt a bit of classical Gauss theory of surfaces oue is always faced wth the problem of chooslng the 
treatment of the subject. 

There are traditionally two approaches to modem diffe~entlal geometry. One is to build up enough 
machinery to define (Ehressmann) connections on principal fibre bundles and the other is to use Koszul 
connection after a brief introduction to differential manifolds. 

In the former, one needs to introduce, besides the foundation of differential manifolds, concepts such 
as Lie groups, Lie algebra-valued differential forms, etc. This approach is taken, for instance, by Nomint's 
lovelv little book1. Kobavashi-Namizu's two volumes2 and Bishoo-Crittenden3. This is the amroach very 
much fancied in sixties. While the treatment is most modem, it takes quite a bit of time for a reader to 
get into results which can be said to belong to the realm of differential geometry. 

%these, GW? has k m e d  out to be the Bible For woikers. in Riemannian The book bf 
Cheeger-Ebin7 arose probably out of an attempt to ~rovide a book in Enelish. It assumes knowledge of 

for a begineer 

The bwk under review, which is an English translation of the second edition of a book in Portuguese, 
develop the subject the seurnd way. 

In Chapter 0, the author inhoduces the reader to the basic concepts of differential manifolds in about 
34 pages. 

The book heaD the basics of Riemannian geometry in a highly readable and enjoyable manner in 
Chapters M, 6-8. The second level of the subject, viz., Jacobi fields, calculus of variafions of the energy 
of length, comparison theorem of Rauch, Rauch-Berger are treated in Chapters 5, 9 and 10. The fad 
that the Rauch comparison for surface is nothing other than Stum comparison theorem is b~ought out in 
an exerclse. 

In early eighties, M. Gmnov has suggested how the comparison theorems of Riemannian geometry which 
at the outset look like analytic rsult can he made more geometric. More precisely, wrious comparison 
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theorems follow from thc study of rare of change of the accond fundamental fann of the hypersuriaczs. 
do Carmo makes reference to Eschenburgb where this approach is worked out in detail. 

The book conrduis a good collection of results whlch are perhaps not so well known but, however, 
illllitrate the t y p d  use of the results provcd. For instance, he proves Synge-Weinstein's result on tixed 
pomts of an isometry of a positively curved manifold (Theorem 9.3.7) and Moore's rcsult on isometric 
immersmn (Theorem 10.3.1). 

Chapter 11 ejves a proof of Morse index theorem following Miloor. In Chapter 12, Preissmsnn-Byers 
results on the fundamental FOUP of negativcly curved manifold are proved. Thc most beautiful theorem 
of global differential geometry is the Sphere theorem whlch says that a compact. simply connected manifold 
with 0 <K,,, < K S &,,, with w = 114 a homeomorph~c to a sphere. The crucial fact far a proof of this 
rcanll IF  the so-cdlled Bergcr's lemma which is usually proved using Toponugov's thcorem. do Ciirmo 
avoids Toponogov by giving Tsukamoto's proof of Berger's lemma. The pioof of Sphere theorem uses 
elements af Morse theory. But, however, I£ the reader restricts hrmselt to thc even dimensional case, the 
proof is self-contamed. 

There is only one serious onusslon, v i i . .  the Toponogov's theorem. This result is a global version of 
Kauch comparlson theorem and is a very pouzerful tool in questions of global differential geometi).. I hopc 
thls result will be included in a later edition. 

All m all, this book is superb in its modc of treatment, d~oicc of topics and expos~tion. The hook is 
replete with a good selection of exerases most ot whlch are prowdcd with copious hints The exercises 
most often contain a wealth af information such as examples, exienslons and matenai which put things in 
perspective. While thc notes at the beg+nung of a chapter inhrms the reader about the origin and develop- 
ment of the concepts to he introduced, those at thc end tell of new developments. The translation is very 
good. 

Either for self-study or for a one-year course w~th an addition of a few more top~cs this book is excellent. 
Every library must have a copy on its shelves. 

I would like to end the review with a personal note. All through my perusal of this volume, I had a 
sense of dl ja 'vu.  When I thought of organizmg a n  lustructional Conference on Riemannian geometry in 
1988-89, 1 could not find a suitable book which reflected the rzcent advances in thc sublzct and decided 
to write a set of notes m the form of a book. The prelimary vcrsian of th~s  book was dlstributcd to the 
partic~pants. The cholce of the material, treatment, etc., come quite close to the book by do Canno. 
However, my book contains a slmple proof of Toponogov's theorem and ~llustratcs Bochncr technique 
which is ubiquitous and proves to be the legendary phoenk in the analytical aspects of the suh~ect. 
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Numerical analysis by Kalyan .Mukherjee. New Central Book Agency Pvt Ltd, 811, 
Chmtamoni Das Laile, Calcutta 700 009, l990. pp. 299, Rs 50. 

This b a d  contains 16 chaptcis of dementary and basx topics in numerical analpls running through thlee 
hundred pages. Material covered in thlc book is qmte classical and can be found 1x1 earlier claasics such 
as Numerical motlremuncnl analysis by 1. C. Scarborough. 

Chapters in this volunie are dcvotcd to the following topics: Round-ofl crroi and consequences, Interpo- 
lation of hnctions, Numerical differentiation, Resolution of ordinary d~fferential equations by fmite differ- 
ence method and resolution of difference equations, Resolutm of systems 04 linear and nonhnear equa- 
rions. Summation of scries umng thc algebra of finite difference operators, Random propemes of error il 
measuremmts. 

One quick look at the above list will reveal that the book covers thc syllnbl of Indim universities for 
Honours. The book may be read by students with elementary knowledge. Prerequa~les to understand the 
volume are kept to a minimum level Various methods arc presented very clearly along wlh  the underlymg 
prinoples. Motivating examples are thrown liberally all aver the text Thls will definitely help the student 
a lot m their comprehension of thc methods Another positive aspect of the book is the huge collection 
of carefully choscn exruses with solutions and hmts at the end of each chapter. Figures are also provided 
ro erpiain the geometrical signhcarre, if any, of the method. 

The experience of the author in this field is vividly clear in the handlmg at various topics. He  has also 
acknowledged to bwe freely consulted well-known volumes in this area. Thls book is intended to the 
student community and t h ~  objectme has been amply hffilled. It rs reasonably priced and is affordable. 

TlFR Centre 
Indlan lnsntute of Science Campus 
Bangalore 560 012. 

Theory of probahility by P. Mukhopadhyay, New Central Book Agency, 811, Chinta- 
mom Das Lane, Calcutta 700 009, 1991, pp. 335, Rs 80. 

College tcxthooks in this country farm a genre of theu own, so to say, w~th  their unmistakable pedant~c 
style, their rigid conformity to a syliabus and total onentation towards grooming its reader to produce 
expected responses to al-too-predictable examination questions. Any deviation from these norms i? duly 
punished by the market forces. It is therefore quite pleasing to find a hook that, wlule remaining wlth~n 
the confines of the tradition, still does a pieny good job of conveyulg the essence of the subject. The 
book under renew is one such. It is designed for a course in probabilq for honours and postgraduate 
courses in staflstics and mathematics. 

' b e  opening chapter of the book 15 a very brief essay on the nature of probabdiN. This e followed bv 
an extensive account 01 combinatorial probability (coin tossing, rolling of dlcc and all that). to be followed 
in turn by the rigorous formal (or 'aniomatd) trearment pioneered by Kolmogorov. Subsequent chapters 
treat the usual 'basic' topics in probability theory~xpec ta t~ons ,  moments, generating functions, functions 
of random variables, stochastic convergence concepts and two h a w  limit theorems-rhe weak law of large 
numbers and the central Limit theorem. A considerable part of the book is devoted to introducing several 
probabikv distributions on the real line (both drscrete and contmuous) and on n-dimensional Euclidean 
space. A whole chapter is also devoted to measures of dispersion, central tendency, skewness, etc., and 
another on assorted 'generatmg functions'. These underscore the author's bias for statistics-the book is 
clearly written with statistla majors in mind. 

As alreaey mentioneti. the book is very much a conventional text All the same, it is mitten by a 
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scientist from a premier institution and that shows. The expostion is clear and the treatment of mathema- 
tics quite rsgorous (One has learnt not to take these things for granted) Also included is a generous dose 
of worked-out examples and exercises wluch should go well with the students. 

One point to ponder (or wuuy) about is why an honours or postgraduate course in probabihty does 
not go beyond distributions on n-dimens~onal Euchdean space and elements of stochastic convergence But 
that, of course, is not the fault of the book or its author. 

Department of Electrical Enpeering 
Indian Insutute of Science 
Bangalore 560 012. 

Cyberspace: First steps edited by Michael Benedikt, The MIT Press, 55, Hayward 
Street, Cambridge, Massachusetts 021 142, 1991, pp. 436+viii, $24.95. 

This book contains expanded and revlsed versions of presentations made at the First Conference on 
Cyberspace in '90 and some written specially for this volume. 

This is a difiicult book: there i s  a wide variety of subjects and widely different styles of writing by 
authors working in many different disciplines (architecture, anthropology, feminism, computer science, 
human interface design, etc.). Some are technical (Chapter 7: Cyberspace: Some proposals), some are 
written in the style of academic social science (a good example is Chapter 3: Old rituals for new space. 
Rites of passage and William Gibson's Cultural model of cyberspace) and some require considerable expo- 
sure to science fiction to follow some of the nuances (Chapter 2: Academy leader by Gibson-the visionary 
in this book). For this reason, the book is likely to be diif~cult for almost all categories of readers that 
may be interested. To give a flavour of the book, we wdl present some of the chapter summaries 

Chapter 1 (Introduction) lays the groundwork of the book by the editor who is a professor of architec- 
ture. He uses the insights of Popper (concepts of the three worlds: world of nature, world of beliefs, and 
world of autonomous constmcts-sandar to Plato's ideal form-like scientific theories, etc.) and claims 
Popper's World 3 as cyberspace. Chapter 2 (Academy leader) is a shofl fragment from a science fiction 
story by Gibson. 

Chapter 3 (Old rituals for new space: Rites of passage of WiLam Gibson's Cultural model of cyberspace) 
explores cyberspace from an anthropological perspective for three reasons: making sense of rapidly emerg- 
ing post-indashial culture, studying the Impact of advanced information technology not only on the 
economlc structure of human societies but also how ~t undermines the sensorial and organic architecture 
of the human body. It draw's parallels between the rites of passage found m many tribal cultures and seeks 
to understand whether these insights can be valuable for those who seek to move in and out of cyberspace. 

Chapter 5 (Erotic ontology of cyberspace) moves back and forth between widely different topics but 
with emphasis on what it means for a cognitive system to simulate the body. It is not clear that such a 
system is possible but this is neatly sidestepped as science fiction is the inspiration! In the analyses, 
wmplete information is assumed to be possible for snpermonads, sysops ... without any concern for either 
undecidable or computationally intiactable problems. There is some good discussion on the dangers Of 
future advanced systems that blur the distinction berween human and cyber personas but some of it is 
already well known. 

Chapter 6 (Will the real body please stand up? Boundary stories about virtual cultures) explores the 
world of artificial universes that are possible due to virtual reality and cyberspace. Networking is an 
example of an earlier technology that enabled this to some extent by the ability to create a network 
persona that is quite diffe~ent from the real person (a man assuming the persona of a paraplegic but 
life-aEming woman and 'nicking' many women to discuss with 'her' theheir personal problems). 
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Chapter 7 (Cyberspace: Some proposals) e a detailed look at the orpanmtional principles of cyberspace 
In the first part of the chaptcr the author propoaer some 'axiomatic' pniiciplcs that would not vmlate 
'cyherlaws'. For exompie, consider the 'pnnclple of wansit': "the travel between two points in cyberspace 
~hould occur phenomenally throuqh all mtervcnmg points. no matter how Fast (save with infinite speed). 
and should mcur castr m the trarcller praportiunal to some rneabure of the distance." 

Th~s i s  argued bv the author as a necessary principle even in the presence of near-mstantaneous acceqs 
through glgablt ncnvorks and the l k e  as rhe access can nevcr be totdig mstantancoua. Smilarly, the 
'prineiplc of mdiiierence' (a cybenvorld is held lo be iealmic only if life goes on whether one is there or 
not), the 'principle of cxclusmn' (simiar to Pauh's principle: two thmgs cannot be m the same place at 
thz siirnc time), etc. In the second p a l  of the chaplet. the author considers the question of how much 
of cyher\pace \hould be .;ymbol sustruned. rnamtaimng that 'poyt-symbolic communicatmn' as hoped for 
by some oi  the plonecrs in virtual realny as unlikely This is an mpoaant  lasue as the task of drslgnmg 
dynamic, three~dimendonal, cyhcrspice srructure? (mamly datahases) requires an awareness of cyberspace 
as an evolwng rather than a revolutionary inedium Thls chapter is written m a very clear and didact~c 
way but the length of the anicle r n q  bc deterrent for a casual reader. 

Chapter 10 (The lessons of Lucasf~lm'? Habitat) deals with the attempt to create a very large scale. 
commeicial, many user, graphical virtual envrronmcnt. Thli cyberspace had Avatas (mhabirants). tokens 
(money). tcleports (lang-distancc transport), syqops, books, keys, and many other daily objects Thc au- 
thors warn against fascination with display technology and ofier good advice when budding large systems 
They also g m  good examples of unusual behavioui that could not be predicted in advance. how eve^. 
they do not motivate why the Habitat system is needed. 

Chapter I4 (Corporate virtual workspace) is a vrry mteresring chapter on how work migi,r be restruc- 
tured in the fuhire using an cxample of a sofhvare cngineei working at  home and interacting with another 
colleague by means of private and corporate virtual workspaces. Haw these workspaces help m creatmg 
or simularmg the work enwronmenl is brought out very well. 

The book does not have an index and the proof-reading has not been done very consistently. For 
example, on p. 100, line 28, 'he' is used instead of 'she' (similarly, typoqraphical errors: p. 346, Fig. 12.5, 
scripset instead of scnptset.) 

Even though the book is likely lo be difficvlt reading due lo the wide vanety of top~cs and writing 
styles, it sfill semes as a very ue fu l  introduction for anyone who is atlempllng to gct a feel of the !&ds 
of technologm that vismnaries are thinking a£  for the future Same ot them look pie-m-the-sky hut due 
to the rapid decrease in hardware casts, software may be avarlable for such systems m as fcw as 5-10 
years. One wishes such technologies are available in India too as early as possible as contentlous issues 
like Ayodhya can be neatly sidestepped through nrtual reality (where each person can have haher own 
viiion of the land)! 

Department oC Computer Science and Automst~on 
Indian lnatltute of Science 
Bangalore 560 012. 

The art of the metaobject protocol by Gregor Kiczales. Jim des Rivieres, and Daniel 
G. Bobrow, The MIT Press, 55. Ilayward Street, Cambridge, Massachusetts MI 142, 
USA, 1991, pp. viii + 338, $45. 

There ha.. been considerable interest in ohject-oriented programming and techniques since the availability 
of Simula67. Currently, there are a host of cantenden like Smalltalk80, C++, Objective C (used by 
NeXT), Common Lisp Object System (CLOS), SELF, and more recently, Dylan from Apple. Even 
amongst the Lwp community, tbere have been venions like Flavors and Loops m addltion to CLOS leading 
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to confusion. One way to reduce t h ~ s  confusion n to have a core of language constructs that can be 
extended eiliuently tu  mmic other desired altemalwe bchav~ours. This 1s an advanced hook on how to 
make CI OS or a s~milar language extensible. The autho~s a n  some of the well-known designers of CLOS. 

The book is meant for an expert CLOS programmer rather than for a novice. Even others who are 
familiar with other object-oriented ( 0 0 )  languages like C++ might lind the going dlificult as the 'fcel' 
of the laoguage is sufficiently different-this in splte of an appendix which gwes a short tutorial o i  CLOS. 
Thls 1s so as most of thc book is about how to unplemenr 'metaobject protocols' and code has to be read 
quite closely to understand the ideas. For example, the defmt~on of a defclass is g m n  through a detmacro 
(p. 19) but the exact syntax of defmacro (explaming the meaning of tokens like ""', "," and "@") 1s not 
available in the tutortal or in a book on CLOS lhat the authors recommmdl or in other references like 
M~lncr and Moon2.'. 'This makes thc book accessible only to thosc who have Steele's book or otherwise 
profinent in CLOS' This is unfortunate as the mteresting ldeas tliat are behind the metaobject pratocols 
(reflection and extensibility) deserve to be known more widely. 

Thc first part of thc book deals with the des~gn and implcmentatlon a t  metaobject protocols. Thc first 
chapter discusses the ~mplementat~on of a sunplified verslon of CLOS ('Clorette') and d~scusses the 
'backstage' ohjects or metanbjccts that are needed Using the ~nacro facility in the CLOS language, lan- 
guage constructs like dzfclass, deigenenc and defn~ethads are implemented using the underlym_e class 
metaobjects, genenc function metaobjects and mcthad mctaoblects. Given that the structure of these 
metaobjects 1s available, they can now be made available for introspection (reflenlon) and analys~s, w h ~ h  
is taken up in the next chapter by mtroducing special construds like find-class and class-of These arc not 
cnough as extensibilily is not yet possible. These are made possible by the introduction of mlercessary 
protocols that enable modification of the metaobjects (Chaptcr 3). A full example of how to modify the 
class-precedence-hst under certain constraints (protocol) so as to mlunc the behaviour of Loops or Mavows 
is presented. The protocol adopted in thls case is that this list be a fmed property of the class, that ~t 
include aU of the class's ~uperclarces and that the latter include the claasea standard-oblect and t (the top 
of the objcct heterarchy). These restrictions are not onerous but enable extens~bility. The power of such 
protocols e further demonstrated by a few other examples hke providmg attributes for slots and close 
control on the allocation of storage to slors that are nnly sparsely needed. 

Chapter 4 conlmues &scussion on protocol design; the concepts oi functional and procedural protocols 
are introduced. In the former (the previous cast of class-precedcnce-hst a an example), due to the con- 
strants in the protocol for funct~onal behaviour, efficiency is possible w~th  memomng. On the other hand, 
procedural protocols do not have many constraints and affect the system behaviour directly. They cannot 
be memoized as causing behaviour, not producing an answer, is thc primary purpose. Some issues concern- 
mg layering of protocols and how to cificizntly handle procedural protocols that are on the crit~cal cxecu- 
tion path are discussed in later sections. 

In the second pan of the book, the detaled specification of a metaobject protocol for CLOS is specified. 
The two chapteis are more of the nature of a reference manual. 

A recent textbook by Friedman, Wand and H a y n e s ~ l s o  has a chapter on object-onented languages 
that may be more accessible due to the simple and didan~c nature of the base language (Scheme). The 
spirit of this chapter is similar to the one followed in the book under review as an implementation is 
developed and the corresponding mcta-classes (nreta-objects) are derived. However, meta-object protocols 
are not developed explicitly. Far this reason, it mght be useful as introductory material before this book 
is tackled. 

The getup of the book s amactive but some enors have crept in. For example, in Appendix C, while 
discussing how issues of circularity, bootstrapping and metastability can be handled, reference is made to 
page 1.3 which should be actually be section 1.3! (Similarly, in the same appendix, p. 270: line 20: much - must) 

The book is rrconlmended to experienced programmers in object-oriented languages but knowledge of 
Common Lisp and CLOS is also necessary! 
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Space safety and rescue 3988-1989 by Gloria W. Heath, American Astronautical Soc- 
iety, P.O. Box 28130, San Diego, California 92198. 1990, pp. 485, $70 (hc), $55 (sc). 
Orders to Univelt Inc., P.O. Box 28130, San Diego, CA 92198. 

The baok under review is the proceedings of the twcnty first and twenty rccond Annual Symposia on 
Space Safety and Rescue heid m 198689, and therefore contams a conglomeration ot papen presented. 
Before a rewew of thc articles m the book 1s undertaken, it is wodhwhde to reflect on the theme of there 
Symposia. These Symposla reflect the glohal concern on the safety and rescue operatmns ot crew In rpace 
rnisrions. The distinguishing feahuc of this vulurnc is that, us distinct fiorn the first twenly Symposia, for 
the fmt time, the Impact of space aaivitlen on the environment. both m space and on the Earth, has 
been assessed. 

As 1s to be expected in research of this sort, most studies are qual~tatwe. except m the rare cases where 
statistid data are available Part icpnts from the European Space Agency's (ESA) safety program, in- 
itiated in the early 1Y70s, describe thelr pollcy, which intends to protect human life, inveqtments and the 
environment. The refomdated safety program of NASA is described in a subsequent papcr. 

The advent of the space station Freedom poses new quesuons in safety management, as e m a  vehmlar 
activity is vital to the space station. Some of the new questions are addresacd ~n the First dnd third pato 
of the volume. For instance, concepts to ~afeguard against the inadvertent separation of crew or equipment 
from the space slation are discussed in one of the papers. 

D u n g  the past thirty years, several thousand satellites have been launched into space for various 
purposes. At the end of their mission, there sarellitea are either left undisturbed or explodcd in space. 
7he question of the effect of space debris on the environment, both in space and on the Earth. which 
constitutes the second and fourth par& of the volume, makes intercstmg reading. It is wmmendable that 
sfitdies have been imtiated on such an issue at this stage, before it goes out of hand, unlike its counterpart, 
the problem of terrestrial poliutmn. The lack of data agam confines one to qualltatwe statemcnls. Must 
have condemned the littering of the orbd with mm-made debns. The qualitative estimnte is that half the 
satellite population m orbit compriws orbital debns. Most disturbing is the observation that the debns 
generated by the collisions can initiate a self-sustained chain reactton which could lead to the formation 
of an arhficial debns belt, making spaceflight in certain altitudes unpossrble for many centunes. 

In cnnclusion, although the baok is meant for scientists seriously engaged in the study of space safety, 
it makes interesting readmg even for the layman. 
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